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Antonyms worksheets for grade 1 pdf

This Halloween matching activity asks students to read two lists, column A and column B, and combine the words from column A with their synonyms in column B. This festive worksheet is ideal for teaching students how to recognize synonyms in a way that is both fun and educational. If you need a
worksheet synonyms first degree and antonyms, these options should work whether you are in a classroom or at home. Each worksheet has unique synonyms and an names so that they don't reproduce with each other. Use your imagination to complete them on the computer screen. First grade school
girl working on educational worksheet Beginners can use this worksheet where they are asked to choose a synonym or antonym from a word list. Can you think of other synonym examples for each set of words? Big/littleGlad/madSame/lakeGood/badHot/coldEasy/hardEmpty/full Think of an antony for the
underlined word in each sentence. For an extra challenge, see how many antonyms you can come with for each proposal. It's time to start our lesson. My food is too hot. Can you please close the door? Don't start running yet. That's a good dog. This test is easy. My glass is empty. Is that a frown on your
face? You need to get up the stairs. I'm late for the meeting. This worksheet has two sections, one for synonyms and one for an aliases. Use each section of the worksheet to teach a group lesson by filling them together and explaining the answers as you go along. Take the worksheet one step further
and ask children to write an anonym for each word in the synonym section and a synonym for each word in the antonym section. Use the worksheet as a test. View &amp; Download PDF Kids who fully understand the concepts of aliases and pronouns can proceed to a blank fill worksheet. Students
should find synonyms and an names on their own in parts of this worksheet. Can you think of additional an names for each set of words? Bucket/pailSpeak/talkShut/closeHere/thereMessy/tidy Think of a synonym for the underlined word in each sentence. You're a good man. __________Please me the
bucket. _________This room is very messy. __________Please close the window. __________He's as fast as lightning. __________Your office is very tidy. __________If t get sleepy, and then go to bed. I need a paper bag for shopping. Are you glad you're here? He needs to talk to you. Practice both
synonyms and an names with these examples. Ask students to rewrite synonym sentences using an antony for the underlined word. Ask the rewrite antonym sections using synonyms for antonym pairs they identified. Instead of writing synonyms and an names, ask children to draw an image that
incorporates synonyms and an names. View &amp; Download PDF Reading, Writing It's the opposite! In this language arts worksheet, your child gets practice identifying antonyms such as on/off, light/dark, and night/day. One antony is a word contrary to the meaning of the other. They are opposite words
that have irreconcilable incompatibility Common an names include; (large/small, flat/round, short/tall, etc.) Using the antonyms worksheets below, you will be able to master how to find and write words that are meaningful to others. Learning anonyms will help enrich and expand your vocabulary of English.
Here's a graphical preview for all antonyms worksheets. Our antonyms worksheets are free to download and easily watch in PDF format. Use these antonyms worksheets at school or at home. Grades K-5 Antonyms Worksheets Here is a graphical preview for all kindergarten worksheets, 1st grade, 2nd
grade, 3rd grade, 4th grade, and 5th grade Antonyms Worksheets. Click on the image to display our antonyms worksheets. Grades 6-8 Antonyms Worksheets Here is a graphical preview for all 6th grade, 7th class and 8th grade Antonyms worksheets. Click on the image to display our antonyms
worksheets. Grades 9-12 Antonyms Worksheets Here is a graphical preview for all 9th grade, 10th grade, 11th grade and 12th grade Antonyms worksheets. Click on the image to display our antonyms worksheets. Mixed Synonyms &amp; AntonysSynonym &amp; Antonym AnalogiesChoose the correct
word from the list to complete each ratio. Determine whether word pairs are antonyms or synonyms.3rd to 5th grade Students find the synonym or antony for each word by scanning a QR barcode with an iPad or smartphone. The scan will display three options. Students choose the right synonym or
antony from the list. (Note: This worksheet requires students to use a smartphone or tablet with a QR code scanner.) 3rd to 5th grades QR Codes (Level: Intermediate) Students find the synonym or anonym for each word by scanning a QR code with a phone or iPad. The scan will reveal three words.
Students choose the right synonym or antony. (Note: This worksheet requires students to use a smartphone or tablet with a QR code scanner.) 3rd to 5th Degrees Contractions WorksheetsMaster about contractions and the words they represent. Homophone Worksheets Learn about words that sound
similar but have different meanings and spellings. Antonyms worksheets from your site are a favorite in my class. My students light up when I hand them out. It's good to see them getting engaged. Thanks for making my class a more efficient teaching environment. I appreciate it, I appreciate it. - Trevor
A., La Jolla, CA, 07/11/12 Like these materials? Show your support with our love on Facebook... Synonyms and antonyms are useful to know why they improve reading and writing skills. And since words represent thoughts, it can reasonably be stated that allow students to understand the world on a
deeper, richer level. It is important to remember that synonyms are not words that have the same meaning, but rather, words that have similar meaning. This means that by learning synonyms, students learn to differentiate the nuances of meaning. This allows them to be more accurate. In addition, by
learning an names, students learn the logical words, thus enhancing their overall knowledge of their language. In the first set of our worksheets below, students must choose the best antony for the word given. Each worksheet has 10 questions an names. Start-level worksheets have 3 answer options.
Intermediate-level worksheets have 4 answer options. Advanced worksheets have 5 answer options. Advanced worksheets test the most common 200 words used in SAT and GRE tests. In the second set of workksheets, students must choose the best synonym or antonym for the word given. Each
worksheet has 6 synonym questions followed by 6 antonyms questions. Start-level worksheets have 4 answer options. Intermediate and advanced have 5. Advanced worksheets test the most common 200 words used in SAT and GRE tests. You may find it useful to see the verbal reasoning techniques
page (located at the bottom of this page). This worksheet describes several strategies that will allow you to answer synonyms/antonyms questions with a higher success rate, even questions in which you are sure of specific word definitions. It is also recommended that you use a thesaurus to learn word
definitions, especially if you are studying for SAT or GRE tests. A treasure allows you to familiarize yourself with the family of names and pronouns associated with a given word. In terms of taking tests, this may prove more valuable than knowing the exact definition of individual words. In these
worksheets, students are tested on their ability to recognize the antony, or vice versa, of a given word. While it helps to have knowledge of the word meaning, this is not absolutely necessary in most cases. Instead, students can rely on the use of logical and oral reasoning skills to correctly answer
questions. You may find it useful to see our oral reasoning techniques below. This information describes several strategies that will allow you to answer synonyms/antonyms questions with a higher success rate, even questions in which you are sure of specific word definitions. Oh hey, and don't forget: the
following are samples taken from our sister website, ReadTheory. This is a powerful educational tool created to improve comprehension of reading for all ages and skill levels. On this website, students can quiz, earn achievements, track their progress, and more. And even better, we have implemented a
teacher link where teachers can monitor students' progress strong statistical analysis. Click on the banner to register to receive our newsletter. © PUBLIC RIGHTS: The following publications contain copyrighted works that will be used by teachers at school or at home. Connecting, creating books or
stitching, playing or playing on other websites, creating online quizzes or tests, storing on disks or hard drives, publishing on intranets such as Moodle and Blackboard, or using our worksheets for commercial gain is strictly prohibited. Do you find these materials useful? That's great! Show your support
donation or with our love on Facebook. Just click the Like button below. Do we really appreciate :) I'm sorry to interrupt... Now back to browsing more quality reading comprehension materials! In these worksheets, students are tested on their ability to recognize a synonym (a word that has almost the same
meaning) or antonym (a word that has the opposite meaning) of a given word. While it helps to have knowledge of the word meaning, this is not absolutely necessary in most cases. Instead, students can rely on the use of logical and oral reasoning skills to correctly answer questions. Techniques for
solving Synonyms/Antonyms Questions 1) In the toughest synonym/anthony questions, watch out for trick options. Can you locate the trick in the following example? Pick the best antony. RESTIVE: A) patient B) strict C) misleading D) active E) careful The word, comfortable, is difficult, because it sounds
like it has something to do with rest. Therefore, D) active would be the best antony. However, this is a trick. Retive means really anxious. So the right answer is weak, a good antony for restless. It is beneficial to familiarize yourself with difficult words such as upset, because they are usually tested for SAT
and GRE. 2) Note the positive and negatively charged response options. It is possible to associate a negative or positive charge with almost any given word. Try to tell if each word in the list below has a positive (+), negative (-) or neutral (=) charge. Choose the best synonym. MALIGNED: A) beneficial B)
magnanimous C) oppressed D) destitute E) elegant In the example, we try to find the best synonym for the word spoiled. So we'll have to start by verifying his accusation. The prefix, mal is usually used in negatively charged words. Therefore, the answer will probably have a positive burden. Let's see how
each word is charged. A) beneficial (+) B) magnanimous (+) C) oppressed (-) D) destitute (-) E) elegant (=) After labelling each, we are left with two words that are positively charged: beneficial and magnanimous. Even if you don't know the meaning of any answer options, you've narrowed your options
down to two and left with a 50% change of response correctly. This is a quick technique that can be very beneficial when you try to answer a question with several words that you are sure of. 3) Eliminate answer options that do not have clear antonym. This technique only works on antonym questions. So
this is a great technique for use in GRE because it contains only antonym questions (it does not contain synonym questions). Consider the words rounded or striped. None of these words have a clear antony. While almost every word has a synonym, remember that not all and eliminate them first. 4)



Eliminate answer options that are narrow synonyms. Identifying aliases within answer options can be valuable because it allows you to limit your sustainable response choices. If if you of the answers have very similar meaning, then the correct answer is very ambiguous. Therefore, it is possible to
eliminate these options. The SAT/GRE are tough tests, but always present an answer option that is clearly correct. See if you can eliminate two answer options from the following example. Pick the best antony. FOMENT: A) moderate B) give birth C) control D) soften E) fill Words temper and soften are
closely synonymous. Both mean to reduce or soften in pain or tension, to make it less severe. This leaves only three more viable answer options. 5) Try to associate the word with a familiar context. The words for SAT/GRE are tested for good reason: they are very effective. In these cases, they are
included in many proverbial phrases. Note the following examples: Gail Force Winds, The Village Advocate, Test Your Courage, Road to Perdition, Patience is a Virtue, Miserable Poverty, Made In Unscathed. 6) Use your knowledge of Romance languages. The roots of many SAT/GRE words have similar
meanings in foreign languages. For example, the Spanish word malo means evil. This is a common root for many negatively charged words: spoiled malignant malapropos malegiction malicious, In addition, the Spanish word bueno means good. This is also a common root for many positively charged
words: blessing beneficial benevolent benefactor benign But, be careful. Sometimes the questions will try to fool the taster by including the roots in words that disprove their true meaning: bellicose restive noisy pious fulsome informative craven precipitate prosaic prosaic
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